that provide incomplete image coverage Helfenstein et al. , 1996 lightcurves can help constrain poorly imaged areas, refine spin periods , and confirm the accuracy of shape and photometric models (Simonelli et al. 1996) .
A situation intermediate between spacecraft scenarios and lightcurve data sets arises when an independent observational technique, such as radar, can provide substantial, but incomplete, information about shape and spin state. In such cases synergy between these data and lightcurves has the potential to provide significant improvement in the physical characterization of the asteroid. Situations of this sort can be expected to arise with increasing frequency in the near future (Ostro 1993) . In this paper we investigate the use of lightcurves in conjunction with a radar-derived shape model to characterize asteroid 4769 Castalia.
SHAPE MODELS
Castalia (formerly 1989 PB) was discovered 9 August 1989 by E. F. Helin at Palomar Observatory and was observed by radar for a 2.5 hr period centered on 22 August by a dotted line. Hudson and Ostro (1994) inverted these data to obtain two shape models that represent lower and upper bounds on the degree of Castalia's bifurcation, and they adopted an intermediate shape as a nominal working model. Figure dent verification of the shape model. If it proved impossible 1 shows silhouettes from pole-on, ''end-on,'' ''broadside,'' to explain the lightcurves using the radar-derived shape and of the ''contact region'' between the lobes for these then that result would be suspect; if it proved possible, ''lower-bound,'' ''nominal,'' and ''upper-bound'' models. then would this process tend to favor either the upper We note that the models vary least in the north and on or lower bounds on Castalia's bifurcation? Second, could the side that had the best rotation phase coverage. This is lightcurves provide the geometric leverage needed to conclear from both the pole-on and broadside silhouettes and strain the azimuthal orientation of the pole and the sense particularly from the changes in the ''contact region.'' Most of rotation? Finally, could the photometric properties of of the variation between the models occurs in the south Castalia's surface be accurately modeled? These are the and on the less well-imaged side. This is not surprising questions we investigate in this paper. We begin with a given that the radar had a northern view and the phase discussion of some of the geometrical aspects of the radar coverage was incomplete, resulting in poorer constraints and lightcurve observations. in the south and on the side with poor phase coverage.
The radar data inversion also constrained the absolute 3. OBSERVATIONAL GEOMETRY value of the asteroid-centered declination of the Earth to be 35Њ Ϯ 10Њ, or equivalently, constrained the north or Consider the geometry illustrated in Fig. 2 . The (x 0 , y 0 , z 0 ) system is an asteroid-centered inertial system, and we south pole to lie on a cone of half angle 55Њ Ϯ 10Њ centered on the radar line-of-sight. As discussed below, a single-choose the z 0 direction to coincide with the line-of-sight during the radar observations. This is valid if the POS date radar set cannot constrain either the azimuthal orientation of the pole on the POS or the sense of rotation, motion is negligible during this time interval, as it was for Castalia (less than 1Њ of motion). The (x, y, z) system is leaving a ''mirror ambiguity'' in the shape.
The availability of lightcurves raised interesting possibil-fixed on the asteroid with the pole lying along the z axis. The Euler angles , , orient the asteroid coordinates ities. First, they might provide an important and indepen-proportional to sin , so delay-Doppler images are sensitive to this component of the pole's direction. (For Castalia ͉͉ ϭ 55Њ Ϯ 10Њ.) However, there is no dependence on , so a single-date radar data set cannot constrain the azimuthal component of an asteroid's pole. Another way of saying this is that changing is equivalent to rotating the radar about the line of sight, but the radar system has circular symmetry about this line so the delay-Doppler image will not change. Now, suppose we mirror image the model through the y-z plane, i.e., (x, y, z) ‫ۋ‬ (Ϫx, y, z) and (n x , n y , n z ) ‫ۋ‬ (Ϫn x , n y , n z ), and we reverse the sense of rotation P ‫ۋ‬ ϪP (hence ‫ۋ‬ Ϫ). The values of , , and cos i are unchanged, so the same delay-Doppler image will be obtained as before. Therefore a single-date radar data set will always permit a two-fold ''mirror ambiguity'' in the shape corresponding to an unknown sense of rotation. We will refer to the shape corresponding to P Ͼ 0, hence with the z axis being the north pole, as the northern version, and that corresponding to P Ͻ 0, in which case the z axis becomes the south pole, as the southern version. Hudson and Ostro (1994) noted this ambiguity and presented If a nonzero-phase lightcurve is obtained at the same time as the radar observation then the symmetry about with respect to the inertial system (Landau and Lifshitz the z 0 axis will be broken and the lightcurves might be 1976). The pole direction is specified by and ; ϭ sensitive to . In Fig. 2 let ŝ be the direction of the Sun (2ȏ/P)t is the rotation phase with P the sidereal spin and choose the (arbitrary) orientation of the x 0 and y 0 axes period.
so that ŝ lies in the y 0 , z 0 plane. An examination of the The radar time delay of a point (x, y, z) on the asteroid equations of transformation between asteroid and inertial with respect to the center of mass (COM) is proportional coordinates shows that letting (x, y, z) ‫ۋ‬ (Ϫx, y, z), ‫ۋ‬ to the z 0 coordinate of the point. The Doppler frequency Ϫ, and ‫ۋ‬ Ϫ results in (x 0 , y 0 , z 0 ) ‫ۋ‬ (Ϫx 0 , y 0 , z 0 ).
relative to the COM is proportional to the time derivative Therefore, the projections of any position vector or surface of provided we can neglect the orbital contribution to normal along the directions of the Earth and of the Sun the apparent spin vector. This is valid if the rotational (which are insensitive to the sign of the x 0 component) as angular velocity of the asteroid is much larger than the functions of time are unchanged, and the delay-Doppler orbital angular velocity relative to Earth. (In Castalia's images and the lightcurve will be unchanged. It follows case these were 2114Њ/day and ȁ10Њ/day, respectively.) If that the mirror ambiguity cannot be resolved with a combithe surface normal at the point is n ϭ (n x , n y , n z ) then the nation of radar and lightcurve data on a single date, and cosine of the incidence angle i, which determines the radar there will be a corresponding two-fold ambiguity in . brightness of the point, is the projection of n along the z 0 These same considerations apply if ŝ denotes the direction axis. These three quantities are what determine each of the radar on a different date for which delay-Doppler point's contribution to a delay-Doppler image, and they images are obtained, so we can also state that the mirror have the values ambiguity cannot be resolved from two dates of radar observations. (Note that by ''the lightcurve will be unchanged'' we are referring to the shape of the lightcurve ϭ Ϫ 2 c [z cos ϩ (x sin ϩ y cos ) sin ] and not the subtle temporal effects that form the basis of the Epoch Method (Magnusson et al. 1989 ). ϭ Ϫ 2 r 2ȏ P (x cos Ϫ y sin ) sin In order to have a possibility of resolving the mirror ambiguity we need observations which include a third dicos i ϭ n z cos ϩ (n x sin ϩ n y cos ) sin rection. For example, suppose that the z 0 axis is the direction of the radar on the date of a delay-Doppler observation, and ŝ and ê are the directions of the Sun and Earth with c the speed of light and r the radar wavelength. These equations depend on ; in particular Doppler frequency is during a lightcurve observation on another date. If ê is not coplanar with ŝ and ẑ 0 , i.e., if it has an x 0 component, then the mirror imaging operation will, in principle, change the lightcurve viewed along the ê direction and it might be possible to resolve the mirror ambiguity. The same situation holds for three radar observations.
If the asteroid's orbital inclination were 0Њ, then the Earth and Sun would always lie in a common plane when viewed from the asteroid and this type of geometric leverage would never arise. Significant leverage requires the geometric diversity resulting from a nonzero inclination coupled with one or more close Earth approaches. For this reason this technique is likely to be of limited use for mainbelt objects.
MODEL FITS
Castalia was observed at Table Mountain Details of the observing system and data reduction are given by Harris and Young (1983) and Harris and Lupishko (1989) . Observations were reduced to V band magnitudes of the Johnson and Morgan system, with further reduction the Sun and thereby the illumination and observation orito 1 AU Earth and Sun distances. Small corrections were entations. Then, for a given shape model, tracing rays from made to correct all magnitudes to the standard phase angles the Sun to the asteroid to the Earth allowed us to map at the mid-time of each lightcurve, as listed in Table I . out the visible, illuminated portion of the surface and calcuObservation times were light-time corrected, so that the late the incidence, emergence and phase angles i, e, and times refer to time on the asteroid. A data file containing Ͱ as a function of surface position. Applying the Hapke individual times and magnitude measurements is available photometric function r(i, e, Ͱ) (Hapke 1981 (Hapke , 1984 (Hapke , 1986 from A. Harris or may be obtained from the Asteroid then produced spatially resolved POS images, and disc Photometric Catalog (Lagerkvist et al. 1987 and subse-integrations provided absolute lightcurve magnitude as a quent updates).
function of time. The angular positions in ecliptic coordinates of the Sun We considered six candidate models: lower-bound, nomand Earth as viewed from Castalia are shown in Fig. 3 . inal, and upper-bound models each in northern and southThe large solar phase angles imply that the lightcurves will ern versions. Each of the six models was constructed as a provide firm constraints on the azimuthal angle in Fig. collection of 796 roughly equal-area surface facets. POS 2. However, the four Earth positions are essentially copla-images were rendered at a resolution of 20 ϫ 20 m for nar, so the only geometric leverage for resolving the mirror most of the fits and then at 10 ϫ 10 m for final refinements. ambiguity is the ȁ20Њ separation of the solar positions Separate raytracings were done for each of the 226 from this plane. This separation is fairly modest implying lightcurve data points. that this leverage will not be very strong.
With 226 data points and only a few free parameters, From Castalia and solar ephemerides we knew the Sun-the distribution of 2 will be nearly Gaussian with mean Earth-Castalia geometry at all times of interest. For an Ȑ ȁ 220 and standard deviation ȁ ͙440. The ratio assumed pole direction we could solve for the Castalia-/Ȑ ȁ 10%, so a fractional change in 2 of this amount is centered declination and right ascension of the Earth and beginning to become ''statistically significant.'' We use this fact in our inferences below.
Grid Search

TABLE I Geometry of Castalia Lightcurve Observations
Our first series of calculations was a grid search over the region of possible pole directions for each of the six candidate models. We fixed the aspect angle corresponding to the time of radar observations at its radar-constrained value of 55Њ and then allowed the azimuthal angle of the pole to vary in 5Њ steps around the cone of possible tion effects. This leaves just the three photometric parameters w, g, and . Figure 5 shows the resulting six best fits. pole directions. The orientation of the asteroid about its spin axis at the (arbitrary) initial time was a free parameter. Table II gives the corresponding values of spin state, photometric parameters, and 2 with uncertainties estimated Two initial values of this parameter, differing by 180Њ, were used to avoid problems with local minima. Each model from the dispersion of values. The 2 values are normalized to the best fit which had an rms error of 0.1 mag. At a was given a homogeneous Hapke photometric function with nominal S-class parameters, i.e., w ϭ 0.23, h ϭ 0.02, statistically significant level, these fits favor the lowerbound models but do not clearly distinguish between the B 0 ϭ 1.32, g ϭ Ϫ0.35, ϭ 20Њ . The resulting 2 errors are shown in Fig. 4 . The best fit northern and southern versions. We adopt the lower-bound model parameters as two was provided by the northern lower-bound model. Given that a fractional variation of 0.1 in 2 is significant, it is candidate solutions for the spin state and global-average photometric function. Although the two models give simiclear from the distinct minima in these plots that even a few days of lightcurve observations can provide the geometric lar values for 2 , the northern model interprets the surface as being relatively brighter and rougher while the southern leverage needed to constrain the azimuthal pole orientation left unconstrained by the radar observations. model interprets the surface as relatively darker and smoother. The Hapke parameters of the southern model These minima provided us with initial conditions from which to execute more refined fits. The northern model are quite similar to Dactyl's (w ϭ 0.211, g ϭ Ϫ0.33, ϭ 23Њ) (Helfenstein et al. 1996) . Those of the northern model curves display single minima while there are double minima for the southern models. In the calculations described are somewhat similar to Gaspra's (w ϭ 0.36, g ϭ Ϫ0.18, ϭ 29Њ) , the main difference below we investigated both sets of candidate initial conditions for the southern models. The northern models also being the very large value of . Therefore, one can imagine that Castalia's surface may be very similar to Dactyl's or provide better fits for nominal S-class parameters. It is also clear from these plots that while the lightcurve fits are that it might be similar to Gaspra's at the microscopic level but much rougher at the macroscopic level. quite sensitive to the pole direction, they are much less sensitive to details of the asteroid's shape.
Although the northern and southern lower-bound models give almost equally good values of 2 , Fig. 5 shows that 4.2. Homogeneous Models the modeled lightcurves themselves are distinctly different. The southern model displays large deviations at the first The next step was to repeat the fits for the six best-fit, S-class models while floating the parameters of the spin two extrema of the Aug. 24 data while the residuals of the northern model are more evenly spread throughout the states and homogeneous photometric functions. Given the large phase angles (between about 60Њ and 90Њ) it is not data. These differences imply that the two models are not redundant and a more detailed photometric model might surprising that the lightcurve fits showed no significant sensitivity to the lightcurve opposition parameters h and be able to choose between them. Therefore, in the next section we investigate the possibility of inhomogeneous B 0 . We therefore fixed B 0 ϭ 0 in all the fits (h then ceases to affect the photometric function), i.e., we ignored opposi-surface properties. 
Inhomogeneous Models
evidence in discrepancies between modeled and observed Gaspra lightcurves for possible surface variations in macroscopic roughness but not for albedo variations. For a kiloGalileo imaging results for Gaspra (Belton et al. 1992 showed variations in photometric meter-sized object like Castalia one could argue that a homogeneous distribution of particle properties is plausiproperties across its surface. found ble. In other words, a photometric model in which the and g were global but was allowed to vary for each of the 796 surface facets. We considered both the lower-and single-scattering particle parameters w and g are homogeneous seems reasonable. However, it seems difficult to upper-bound models to test if the fits would still be sensitive to differences in shape given the large number of degrees make a plausible argument that the macroscopic roughness would necessarily be homogeneous. Therefore, we inves-of freedom afforded by the inhomogeneous photometric functions. tigated inhomogeneous photometric functions in which w A penalty function that tended to minimize the fractional standard deviation of allowed this distribution to be forced as close to uniform as desired. Various weightings 
FIG. 8.
Observed data (open circles) and selected fit data (filled circles) for inhomogeneous northern lower-bound model. Labels denote rows (letters) and columns (numbers) of Fig. 9 .
of this penalty were tried and one was adopted in which photometric model and real scattering from Castalia's surface rather than to the northern lower-bound model being the distributions of had standard deviations of about 10Њ. Distributions with much larger deviations than this resulted a more accurate representation of Castalia. This model's very large mean value of may hint at such a discrepancy, in only relatively minor improvements to the fits while distributions with much smaller deviations produced sig-or it may indicate that the surface of Castalia is, in fact, extremely rough. nificantly poorer fits. Figure 6 shows the resulting lightcurve fits and Table  Nonetheless , the consistent selection of the northern lower-bound model using three different photometric func-III shows the resulting spin state and photometric parameters for the four models considered. The 2 values are tions (S-class, homogeneous, inhomogeneous) leads us to conclude that it is likely a better representation of the normalized to the best fit which had an rms error of 0.04 mag. Notice that the spin state parameters are essentially shape of Castalia than the other models; even so, Castalia is still a clearly bifurcated object (Hudson and Ostro 1995) . the same as for the homogeneous case. This is an indication that no strong correlation exists between the spin state Moreover, we also interpret this trend as pointing towards a resolution of the mirror ambiguity allowed by the singleand photometric inhomogeneities. All four fits are visually reasonable, but the northern lower-bound is statistically a date radar data set in favor of the northern model.
It is interesting to note that similar results can be obbetter fit than the other three models. Still, the differences are small enough that it is conceivable that they might be tained by allowing the single-scattering albedo w to vary spatially instead of . This is reasonable given the large due to discrepancies between the (necessarily) idealized phase angles. At a large phase angle the brightness of a cross section illuminated and visible. The maxima (A3, C4, D4, E1) occurred when both lobes were illuminated and surface element can be decreased either by decreasing the intrinsic brightness of the surface material (w) or by visible, i.e., when a ''side'' of the object was facing the Sun.
Note how the deeper ''waist'' on one side of the object increasing the macroscopic roughness ( ) and hence shadowing. Definitive resolution of this ambiguity would re-leads to one maximum being flatter (D4, E1) than the maximum corresponding to the other side (C4, D1) as the quire data at small phase angles where there is much less sensitivity to roughness. However, as discussed above, spa-more rounded geometry of the lobes in the former case results in less sensitivity to rotation. (Note: Castalia rendertial variations in seem more plausible than variations in w.
ings are available on VHS tape (de Jong and Suzuki 1995) and on the world wide web at http://www.eecs.wsu.edu/ Figure 7 illustrates the nature of the distributions of the lower bound models. We consider a region to be ȁhudson/asteroids.html.) ''smooth'' if there is less than the average value over the surface; otherwise, we consider the region to be ''rough.''
CONCLUSION
In these renderings smooth regions appear dark while rough regions appear bright. The smoothness features at
We have demonstrated that ground-based radar and opthe object's ends are particularly interesting. They are tical observations can be used together to constrain the fairly well correlated between the north and south models shape, spin state, and photometric properties of an asterand display a tendency to be skewed toward the leading oid, even with only a few consecutive days of data. Given side of the asteroid with respect to its rotation. If direct enough geometric diversity, lightcurves have the potential impacts or spallation effects were to produce clouds of to resolve the mirror ambiguity which is inherent in a orbiting ejecta, these regions would be most likely to single-date radar data set and thereby solve for the sense ''sweep up'' those particles, a process which could lead to of rotation. When combined in this manner, the scientific smooth blanketing. Hence, although no definite statements value of the individual data sets is significantly enhanced. are possible, it is conceivable that we are seeing evidence Given the large increase in sensitivity expected with the in these lightcurves for the effects of a non-uniform distri-upgraded Arecibo radar (http://www.naic.edu/) this synbution of regolith on the surface variation of macro-ergy should play a major role in future studies of nearscopic roughness.
Earth objects. It is interesting to note that Castalia's two lobes show no evidence of major qualitative differences in their radar
